the paternity of natural selection itself. Curiously enough, controversy regarding this paper continues even today, as E.O. Wilson attacks Bill's inclusive fitness theory [3] , only to be repelled by post-Hamiltonian legions wielding myriad supporting facts and corroborating subtheory [4] .
Bill's scientific career, following the 1964 papers, is epitomized by a long series of foundational studies in evolutionary biology, each of which created a whole new field that burgeoned and blossomed as evolution, behavior, and genetics grew to strapping maturity through the 1970s and 80s. Sex ratio theory, kin recognition, game theory, senescence theory, social evolution, cooperation, sex, and sexual selection owe their geneses in large part to Bill's papers, as Ullica elucidates through deft interweaving of personal and scientific history. In later years, Bill's new ideas became increasingly far-reaching: are autumn colors signals of resistance against parasites? Can clouds form as extended, Gaian phenotypes of dispersing microbes? Did major human religions develop as beneficial self-deception, like unicolonial ants losing their abilities to recognize true kin? Perhaps, or not -but that is not the point. The true stories lie in the building of dizzyingly creative scaffolds of ideation that challenge orthodoxy, scaffolds built from ten or a thousand converging natural history minutiae, buttressed with the logic of mathematics. Some collapsed, but The Oracle at Delphi was supposedly founded in prehistoric times for the worship of Gaia, earth mother of all life. Serving as portal to the gods, the Oracle dispensed truth, wisdom, and revelation to slake human curiosity. Would Bill Hamilton, arguably the world's greatest evolutionary biologist since Charles Darwin, have seen himself as a portal from nature's diversity to profound scientific insight? If so, an Oracle with a dash of Cassandra -versed in animal languages, foretelling biological futures, but at least initially unheard or not believed. Bill's story is one of personal and professional struggle, exploration, and striving, punctuated by triumphs. Ullica Segerstrasse has told it well, capturing his quintessence in a literal 'bio'-graphy rich in divined lessons and wisdom for us all.
Bill's story begins with a semi-idyllic English boyhood collecting butterflies in Kent, which fast-forwards to a young graduate student determined to solve 'the problem of altruism' and how its evolution could be genetically mediated by Darwinian natural selection. He is neglected, ignored and chastised for taking on such an inappropriate task as the genetics of behavior, in an intellectual climate stifled by backlashes against eugenics and befogged by political fallout from the second World War. Bill's most famous and influential works, on the genetic evolution of social behavior [1, 2] , were thus gestated in a hostile intellectual crucible, which fostered Bill's lifelong sympathy for radical new ideas envisioned by underdogs. For the first time in this book, a full story of how these publications, Bill's own Origin of Species, came to life and disseminated, is described -a tale of intrigue and borderline injustice comparable to that of Wallace and Darwin's gentlemanly struggle over
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others allowed first view of uncharted lands, and supported great leaps ahead.
The Oracle at Delphi once professed, "Make your own nature, not the advice of others, your guide in life". Bill's scientific life followed his nature, from dusty entomology libraries to steaming jungles.
This book traces not just Bill's scientific ideas, but also his academic struggles to get his papers published, establish a name, and build a successful career. Early in his professorial days, at Silwood Park outside London, his publications were very few and had yet to garnish acceptance, much less fame. His lectures to undergraduates were legendary in their disjointedness and derailments, and he much preferred pulling bark off dead logs to participation in academic committees and service -and acted on his preferences. As Darwin was berated by his father for excessive natural history and outdoor pursuits, Hamilton suffered in mainstream academia, including the indignity of denied promotion -at least in part due to his preoccupations with the world of Nature rather than Man. He also fought with acceptance in journals -especially Nature -and against what he saw as insidious preemption of his core 1964 work. Fortunately, Richard Alexander at the University of Michigan arranged a professorship for Bill in Ann Arbor, where he spent seven highly productive years largely free from academic yokes and distraction, as his scientific prestige and impact soared. Professional success that grew beyond imagining brought great rewards, including a research professorship at Oxford -but Bill never really changed, and came fully to life only when immersed in some forest, savannah, or river, transported back to the days of Bates and Wallace. Understanding the puzzles of Nature remained a challenge, and an obsession, thoughout all of his days, but such trials were suffused with beauty and adventure as he bounced between the glorious oak wood of Wytham near his home, to the flooded Amazonian forest, and the sun bears, ground figs and fighting beetles of Borneo.
Nature's Oracle deserves its place in the Pantheon of worthy biographies of biologists, most notably those of J.B.S. Haldane [5] , Sir Ronald Fisher [6] , and Sewall Wright [7] , all of whom play cameo roles in Bill Hamilton's chronicle. This biography differs, however, in that the author seeks a deep understanding of Bill's personality, his motivations, and the soul that connects his life with life's work. By my own account, as one of his graduate students, Bill's psyche best reflects in how once he bent over his vast card catalogue of scrawled references, looked up, and opined, "These are the neurons of my brain". Indeed, those were the synapses that linked boundless curiousity for the natural world, boyish enthusiasm, a Victorian-era love of exotic flora and fauna, a continual search for Nature's patterns that emerged from exploration and collection, and an immutable sense of justice.
From the time I spent with Bill, and his circles of friends, I can fairly say that this book succeeds in accurately and effectively mixing individual with scientific narrative, and providing as clear a view as one could expect into Bill's life. Sometimes the story jumps erratically across years, and readers without interests in evolution or behavior may lose incentive to read through, but the rewards remaininsights into the humble, sometimes tortured origins of major evolutionary ideas, and revelations on how to cultivate one's own scientific creativity by being willing to explore beyond the trimmed hedge-rows of convention.
One of Bill's later works described his "intended burial and why" [8] , whereby the giant carrion beetles of Amazonia would disperse his transformed flesh and blood back to the beauties of Nature. This book serves as metaphor, to likewise disperse his ideas and life. The Oracle may be silenced, but his inspiration and words live on.
